INTRODUCTION

Rationale Based on clinical electronic medical records and the literature, we aimed to summarize the current clinical drug regimens for the treatment of precocious puberty in children, systematically evaluate the clinical efficacy of a variety of Chinese herbal compounds combined with gonadotropin-releasing hormone analog (GnRHa)-based Western medicines, and compare the characteristics and target indicators of different Chinese herbal compounds to provide recommendations for the use of Chinese herbal compounds in clinical drug therapy.

Condition being studied The incidence of precocious puberty is increasing year by year, however, conventional drug treatment has certain risks and high treatment cost. Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is effective and safe in treating precocious puberty.

Review question / Objective we aimed to summarize the current clinical drug regimens for the treatment of precocious puberty in children, systematically evaluate the clinical efficacy of a variety of Chinese herbal compounds combined with gonadotropin-releasing hormone analog (GnRHa)-based Western medicines, and compare the characteristics and target indicators of different Chinese herbal compounds to provide recommendations for the use of Chinese herbal compounds in clinical drug therapy.

P-precocious puberty in children
I-Chinese medicine prescriptions with GnRHa
C-use GnRHa only
S-randomized controlled trial.
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METHODS


Participant or population Children with precocious puberty.

Intervention Chinese medicine prescriptions with GnRHa.

Comparator Use GnRHa only.

Study designs to be included Cross-sectional studies.

Eligibility criteria The inclusion criteria: ① studies that met the diagnostic criteria of the National Clinical Treatment Guidelines for Precocious Puberty; ② studies in which the intervention group received a combination of TCM compounds combined with GnRHa-based Western medicines, and the control group received GnRHa-based Western medicines alone; ③ studies in which the outcome indicators included the therapeutic efficacy indicators included in the guidelines for the treatment of precocious puberty; and ④ randomized controlled trials (RCTs). The exclusion criteria: ① non-RCT studies, conferences, scientific and technological achievements, reviews, etc.; ② studies in which the intervention in the treatment group involved the use of herbal compounds alone; and ③ studies with inaccurately described results or outcome indicators that did not meet the efficacy criteria contained in the clinical guidelines.

Information sources Hospital electronic medical cases database, China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), Beijing Wanfang, Chongqing VIP, CBM, PubMed, Web of Science, and Cochrane Library databases.

Main outcome(s) The efficacy of traditional Chinese medicine compound formulas combined with GnRHa-based Western medicines for the treatment of precocious puberty is greater than with GnRHa-based Western medicines for the Chinese medicine compound formulas combined.

Quality assessment / Risk of bias analysis Cochrane collaboration’s tool for assessing risk of bias.

Two researchers independently evaluated the risk of bias included in the study and cross-checked the results. If there are differences, a third party shall negotiate and resolve them. The bias risk assessment was conducted using the RCT bias risk assessment tool and JBI bias risk assessment tool recommended in Cochrane Handbook 5.10. The evaluation tool includes 7 items: ① Whether the random sequence generation method is appropriate, ② Whether allocation concealment is correctly implemented, ③ Whether blinding is correctly applied to patients and doctors, ④ Whether blinding is correctly applied to evaluators and analysts, ⑤ Whether results are reported without selectivity, ⑥ Whether the result data is complete, and ⑦ Whether there is any other risk of bias. If the result is determined to be definitive yes indicating low bias risk and definitively no indicating high bias risk, for items that cannot be determined for bias risk due to lack of direct information, we will infer from other information in the literature that the item is at risk of bias for both probability “yes” and probability “no”.

Strategy of data synthesis Stata15.1.

Subgroup analysis None.

Sensitivity analysis First High-risk articles were excluded before analysis. Second the fixed effect model was replaced by the effect model.

Language restriction There are no restrictions on languages.

Country(ies) involved China.
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